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The general form of a Lagrangian concomitant of a metric and a curvature form is found, 
improving substantially a previous result. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In gauge field theories, Lagrangians of the form 1 

L = L(gij;Fij) (1) 

are considered to obtain, through the use of variational prin
ciples, the field equations for a gauge theory. To establish the 
uniqueness of such equations, it is important to know the 

general form of Lagrangians of the type ( 1 ). Since L / .Jg is a 
scalar, it is enough to find all scalar concomitants of such 
objects. In a previous paper2 we have proved that it must be 

L(gi);Fij) = .Jg/(¢a{J;t/Jafl¢aIJr;t/Jaflr) , 

where 

A,afl = FaijFfl .. , .1,a/3 = Faij *Ffl .. 
~ lj 0/ Y' 

A,aPr = FaiFPjhFrh .I,aPr = FaiFflj *Frh 
¥' J I' If' } h i' 

and where 

*Faij = 7]i)hkFahk = (1I2.Jg)ci)hkFahk· 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Now, expression (2) is hard to handle because of the 
presence of the terms (4). In this paper we will prove that 
they can be removed from (2), obtaining an expression very 
similar to the one obtained in the electromagnetic case.3 

Since the latter was essential for solving the equivariant in
verse problem, and so for proving the uniqueness of the Max
well equations,4 the result in the present paper could be use
ful for proving the uniqueness of the Yang-Mills equations, 
which will be the subject of a forthcoming paper. 

II. GENERAL FORM OF THE LAGRANGIAN 

Dividing or multiplying by .Jg we tum densities to sca
lars and vice versa. So we can consider L given by (1) as a 
scalar. In this case, the invariance identities5 are 

(5) 

where L bs = aL /agbs ' L:s = BL /aF~s' Since gas is nonsin
gular, we deduce 

L bs = _ L :'F~,gas. (6) 

Let us suppose for the moment that the Lie group G is 
three dimensional. Then, as we proved in Ref. 2, the skew
symmetric gauge tensor L :' can be written as 

L bl = a Fflbl + b *Fflbl (7) a ap ap' 

where aaP and bap are gauge invariant scalar concomitants 
of gij and Fij. In the next step we will prove that they are 

symmetric in their greek indices, i.e., aaP = alJa,bap = bpa . 
To achieve this, we replace (7) in (6) to obtain 

L bs = _ a FPblFas - b *FPbtFas (8) ap I ap I' 

Taking account of the symmetry of L bs in b, s, we have 
from (8), 

a' FPblFas + b (*F/3bIFas - *FIJsIF ab ) = 0 (9) ap I ap t I' 

wherea'aP = aaP - aap.Multiplying (9) by - Fts we have 

a' ap¢aPr + 2bap t/Jrap = 0, (to) 

where ¢aPr and t/JraP are given by (4). It can be proved easily 
that ~Pr is skew symmetric in all of its indices, so that (to) 
can be rewritten as 

a' A,aPr + b ' .1.aPr - 0 ap'!" ap'!" -. (11) 

where b 'aP = baIJ - bpa · 
Similarly, by multiplying (9) by - *F\s we obtain 

a' ap~Pr - b' ap¢aPr = o. (12) 

Now, since dim G = 3, and from the skew symmetry of 
¢alJr and ¢aPr, we have 

¢apr = ACaPr, ~Pr = pcapr, ( 13 ) 

whereA and p are scalar concomitants of gij and Fij. Replac
ing (13) in (11) and (12) gives us 

caPr [ a' apA + b ' aPP] = 0, (14 ) 

and 

caPr [ a' aPP - b ' apA ] = O. (15) 

Taking r = 3 in (14) and (15) it follows that 

Aa'12+pb'12=0, (16) 

and 

pa'l2 - Ab' 12 = O. (17) 

Since the determinant of the system given by (16) and 
(17) is - (A 2 + p2) #0, we have 

a'12 = b ' 12 = O. (18) 

Similarly, taking r = 2 and r = 1 in (14) and (15) it 
follows that 

a' 31 = b' 31 = a' 23 = b' 23 = O. (19) 

From ( 18) and ( 19) we obtain the claimed symmetry of 
aap and bap. 

Now, we are in position to prove that L depends only on 
¢aIJ and ~p. To obtain this let us suppose 
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(Jap = const, t/?P = const. (20) 

Then 

o = dloaP = a(JaP dg .. + a(Ja
P 

dFr. 
'f' aa.. IJ aFr. IJ 0., IJ 

- [FaikFPkj + FajkFPki]dgij 

+ FPji dFa. + Faji dFI!. 
IJ IJ (21) 

Similarly 

0= dt/?P = - !$it/?P dgij + *FPji dFij + *Faji dF~. (22) 

Then 

dL = L bs dgbs + L!t dF~t = L !t( - F~t[(S dgbs + dF~t) 
= (aapFPbt+bap*FPbt)( -F~t[('dgbs +dF~t) 

= - !aaP (FPbtFast + FabtFPst )dgbs 

+ !aaP (FPbt dF~t + Fabt dF~t) 

_ Ib (*FPbtFas + *FabtFPs )dg 
'1 aP t t bs 

+ Ib (*FPbt dF a + *Fabt dFP ) '1 ap bt bt 

= !aaP [ - (FPikFaik + FaikFPjk)dgij 

+ FPij dFa. + Faij dFI!] 
I) I) 

+ !bap [ - (*FPikFajk + *FaikFPjk)dgij 

+*FPijdFij+*FaijdF~]. (23) 

Now, the first term in the right-hand side of (23) is zero 
because of (21 ), and the second term is zero because of (22) 
and the identity 

*FPikFajk + *FaikFPjk = - ~/f1t/?P, 

which is easy to prove. 
In summary, we have obtained that L is a constant when 

(JaP and t/?P are also constant. Then, when the Lie group is 
three dimensional we have proved that there is a functionj of 
real variables such that 

(24) 

Let us suppose now that dim G> 3. Then we have the 
result (2) from Ref. 2. But, for each a, /3, r fixed, r fJr and 
t/?fJr are scalar concomitants of a metric tensor and three 
skew-symmetric tensors, namely, Fij,F~,Fij, and so they 
can be written in the form (24). So the result is also true 
when dim G> 3. 

If dim G = 2, i.e., 

L = L(gij;Ft;FP, 
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let F~ be an auxiliary and arbitrary skew-symmetric tensor. 
We can write 

L = L(gij;Ft;F~;F~), 
with aL /aF~ = O. Then from (24) 

L =j((JafJ;t/?fJ) (l";a,/3..;3). (25) 

Differentiating (25) with respect to F~ we have 

0= aj Fiji + aj F 2ji + 2 aj F3ji + aj *Flji 
a(JJ3 a(J23 a(J33 at/p 

+ aj *F2ji + 2 aj *F3ji 
at/p atf?3' 

SinceF 1,F2,F3, *FI, *F 2
, *F3 are linearly independent 

in a dense subset of the set of the concomitance variables, 
then 

and so 

In summary, taking account that (2) and (7) are valid 
in a dense subset of the set of the concomitance variables, we 
have proved the following theorem. 

Theorem: If L = L(gij;Fij) is a scalar density, then 
there is a functionjofreal variables such that 

L = ..fij((JafJ;t/?fJ), 

in a dense subset of the set of the concomitance variables, 
where (JafJ, t/?fJ are shown in Eq. (3). 

Remark: The result in the theorem is not true in general 
for the whole set of concomitance variables. Otherwise, ev
ery scalar density would be an even function of F 1'00 .,F', and 
(JafJr is a counterexample. 

I As for any gauge field theory, we are working in a manifold M endowed 
with the metric tensor gij and with a G-principal fiber bundle P with base 
space M. The Fij are the coefficients of a* Fin some basis of the Lie algebra 
LG of G, where (T: U eM - P is a local section and F is the curvature form. 
See S. Kobayashi and K. Nomizu, Foundations of Differential Geometry 
(Wiley-Interscience, New York, 1963), Vol. I. 
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